
Questions, problems, missing parts? Before returning to your retailer, call our customer service department
at (866) 905 - 4107, 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. PST/11:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m., EST, Monday - Friday.

NOTE: The M8 bolt cover (OO), M6 bolt cover (NN), M8 plastic cap (MM) & M6 plastic 
cap (LL) in step 1 to 4 are only for reference. Please attach them to bolts in step 7. 
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PICTURE DESCRIPTION   QTYPART
NO.

Top Bar

Leg

Leg Connector

Back

Seat

Left Arm

Right Arm 

Short Hanging Bar 

Long Hanging Bar

Canopy

Seat Cushion

Pillow

DESCRIPTIONPICTURE   QTYPART
NO.

1

4

2

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

M8*95 bolt

M8*50 bolt

M8*45 bolt

M6*65 bolt

M6*55 bolt

M6*45 bolt

M6*25 bolt

M6 Nut

M8 Nut

M8 Washer

M6 Washer

M8 Bolt Cover

M6 Bolt Cover

Hook

Support Rod

Knob

Allen Wrench

Wrench

M8 Plastic Cap

M6 Plastic Cap

NOTE: The M8 bolt cover (OO), M6 bolt cover (NN), M8 plastic cap (MM) & M6 plastic 
cap (LL) in step 1 to 4 are only for reference. Please attach them to bolts in step 7. 
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 2: 
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- Insert the leg connector (C) between the legs (B), attach 
  with M6x45 bolt (FF) & M6 washer (JJ).
- Completely tighten all bolts in step 1 & 2.

NOTE: The M8 bolt cover (OO), M6 bolt cover (NN), M8 plastic cap (MM) & M6 plastic 
cap (LL) in step 1 to 4 are only for reference. Please attach them to bolts in step 7. 
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Step 1:
- Attach the the leg (B) to the top bar (A) with M8x95 
bolt (AA), M8 washer (KK) and M8 nut (II).
- Attach the support rod (PP) to the top bar (A) with 
M8x50 bolt (BB), M8 washer (KK) and M8 nut (II). 
- Attach the support rod (PP) to the leg (B) with 
M8x45 bolt (CC), M8 washer (KK) and M8 nut (II). 
- Don’t completely tighten. 



Questions, problems, missing parts? Before returning to your retailer, call our customer service department
at (866) 905 - 4107, 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. PST/11:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m., EST, Monday - Friday.

Step 3

Step 4

Step 3: 

  Step 4: 
- Attach the short hanging and long hanging bars (H & I) 
  to the arms (F & G) with M6x65 bolt (DD) & M6 washer (JJ). 
- Completely tighten all bolts in step 3 & 4.
  - Loop the hook (QQ) through the holes on the hanging 
  bars (H & I).
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- Attach the back (D) to the seat (E) with M6x55 bolt
(EE) & M6 washer (JJ).  
- Attach the left arm  (F) to the seat (E) with M6x25 
  bolt (GG) & M6 washer (JJ).  
- Repeat to attach the right arm (G).
- Don’t completely tighten.

NOTE: The M8 bolt cover (OO), M6 bolt cover (NN), M8 plastic cap (MM) & M6 plastic 
cap (LL) in step 1 to 4 are only for reference. Please attach them to bolts in step 7. 
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  Step 6:
- Attach the canopy (J) to the top bar (A).
- Insert the knob (RR), turning the knob (RR) clockwise 
  tightly.  

Step 5

Step 6

Step 5: 
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- Hook the fully assembled swing to the top bar (A).
- Tighten all bolts (AA, BB, CC, DD, EE, FF, GG) with
  the Allen wrench (SS) and all nuts with the wrench (TT).
- Ensure all connections are secure.

NOTE: The M8 bolt cover (OO), M6 bolt cover (NN), M8 plastic cap (MM) & M6 plastic 
cap (LL) in step 1 to 4 are only for reference. Please attach them to bolts in step 7. 
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Step 7:
  

Step 7
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- Attach the M8 bolt cover (OO), M6 bolt cover (NN), M8 plastic cap (MM) & M6 plastic cap (LL) to all bolts 
as shown in previous steps 1 to 4.
- Place the seat cushions (K) and pillows (L) on the swing.
- Your swing is now ready to use.

NOTE: The M8 bolt cover (OO), M6 bolt cover (NN), M8 plastic cap (MM) & M6 plastic 
cap (LL) in step 1 to 4 are only for reference. Please attach them to bolts in step 7. 
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